
Week 6 10.12.21 Suffix ‘ation’ words – Very tricky this week!  The root word ends in e but its dropped when 

suffixed with ation eg create – creation.  The suffix ‘ation’ changes the word from a verb to a noun. 

This week’s focus is on the suffix ‘ation’   
1 creation  

Green: Just learn the green words 
and write them into 5 sentences.  
 
Yellow: Learn the green and yellow 
words and write them into 5 
sentences.  
 
Blue: Learn all the words and write 
them into 5 sentences.  
 
Remember you may need to look 
some of these words up in a 
dictionary so that you know what they 
mean for your sentences!  

 

2 decoration 
3 donation 
4 duration 
5 dictation 
6 deflation 
7 allocation 
8 animation 
9 admiration 
10 conversation 
11 coronation 
12 adoration 
13 mediation 
14 concentration 
15 fascination 

Spellings:  
Write each of your spellings four times in your book and then write at least five sentences. 
Could you fit two or three words in a paragraph as well?  
 
Grammar Focus 

Sentences should always be words you are not sure off. Remember taking a 
risk with your sentences is a positive and should be recommended. Include in 
your sentences expanded noun phrases. Can you use a comma in any of your 
sentences?  
 
Comprehension  
This week’s homework is based on our poetry work and you have a set of 
questions on one of our poems of the week – The Magic Box 
 
Using the style of the poem could you list five items that you would like in the 
box?  
 
Arithmetic and times tables  
 
Mr Perry’s group – The mathletics for my group are tasks are based around short 
multiplication in the written (column method) we are focusing on multiplying 3 digits by 1 and 
you should be focusing on how we ‘regroup’ and carry over the methods.  
You should now be  working on getting confident on all times tables up to 12    
 
Mrs Jeffrey’s group –  Will be revising their three and four times tables .  
 
There are children falling behind in both groups with their mathletics. Please ensure that you 
are all caught up by the time we break up for Christmas.   
 



 

 
 
 
 
 


